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Staff Pick of the Month 

1 Read All Booked Up from home!  
Delivered to your email inbox every month.  

Gold by Chris Cleave 
Fascinated by world class athletes, I really enjoyed Chris Cleave's second novel, Gold. This novel follows cyclists Zoe and 
Kate who are friends and athletic rivals for Olympic gold, while Kate and her husband Jack, also a world-class cyclist, 
must contend with the recurrence of their young daughter's leukemia. Competitive sports, family, friends, etc. - this 
book is a look into a world I knew nothing about.   

Amazon.com’s Featured Debut 

The Reminders by Val Emmich  
Lennon Sully is a ten-year-old girl who has highly superior autobiographical memory (HSAM). Unlike someone with a 
photographic memory, she doesn’t remember facts and figures and numbers; instead, she can remember exactly how 
many times she’s met someone, what they were wearing each time, and what they said. For most people, memories are 
“like a fairy tale,” vague and changing over time—not so for Joan who, perhaps not surprisingly, is obsessed with being 
remembered (“like John Lennon or Winston Churchill”), and who thinks writing a song will accomplish that goal. When 
Gavin, an aging actor and musician, is invited by Joan’s family to stay at their house, Joan’s path to her dreams seems to 

have been laid out before her. Gavin has recently lost his partner Sydney, and Joan has memories of Sydney, which she can relate to 
Gavin in return for help writing a song. But nothing turns out exactly as expected in this charming novel, and Emmich’s subtle, skillful 
narrative reminds us that being remembered might be important, but what we are remembered for is more important. --Chris 
Schluep, The Amazon Book Review  

Eleanor & Park by Rainbow Rowell 
 
"Set over the course of one school year in 1986, this is the story of two star-crossed misfits--smart enough to know 
that first love almost never lasts, but brave and desperate enough to try. When Eleanor meets Park, you'll remember 
your own first love--and just how hard it pulled you under." 
 

Narrated by Rebecca Lowman and Sunil Malhotra 
Length: approx. 9 hours  

Listen Up 
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 If you like Fredrik Backman... 

Like Fredrik Backman, these writers somehow manage to make us love the most annoying or off-putting characters. Passive-
aggressive; grouchy, bitter and critical; nit-picking; know-it-all; cowardly; or just plain unsociable people all are shown to be as 
vulnerable, funny and endearing as you and I. We love them so much we just can't put their stories down!    

 

The One-Eyed Man by Ron Currie 
 
"K" is the kind of man who feels compelled to point out anything that doesn't work the way it should. 
Faulty reasoning, mis-labeled recycling bins in stores, product labels that don't mean anything (like "all-
natural")--anything that doesn't make literal sense. "'If a man tells you the sky is purple and "cat" is 
spelled with a "k,"' Theodore said, 'what do you say to him in response?' 
'That he's wrong?' I said. 
'Of course. . . . And that's what makes you different from everyone else.'" 
     "K" hasn't always been this way. This book, by turns cynical and deeply moving, will reveal what 
made "K" the way he is while we journey with him through this very hard time in his life. It also 

contains one of the finest one-paragraph political rants in literary history.  

 

Eleanor Oliphant is Completely Fine by Gail Honeyman 
 
Eleanor Oliphant is antisocial. She has carefully arranged her life so as to avoid interacting with, well, 
anyone. Her work colleagues make fun of her, because she is so reserved that she never shares any 
information about herself, let alone sharing her feelings. Everything changes when Eleanor meets 
Raymond, the bumbling,unhygienic IT guy from her office who happens to have a great, big, heart. 
Gradually, Eleanor finds herself losing some of that reserve, and as she reveals the facts about her 
past, her story becomes more and more engrossing. Warning: be ready for a good cry! 
 
 
Flashman by George Macdonald Fraser 
 
I can never pass up the chance to extoll the virtues--or lack thereof-- of Flashman. As a soldier in the 
British Colonial Army,  Flashy lies, cheats, steals, "toadies," schemes, and flees his way to high rank and 
acclaim as a hero.  In this series, called The Flashman Papers, I love best that George MacDonald Fraser 
very clearly distinguishes fact from fiction. Second best are, believe it or not, the footnotes--they are 
truly as fascinating and entertaining as the story itself. The library has ordered the very first of the 
series--Flashman: A Novel. Here, Flashman finds himself, as in the other novels, taking part in some of 
the worst battles of the colonial period. This first is all about Afghanistan--including the British retreat 

from Kabul, Last Stand at the Battle of Gandamak and the Siege of Jalalabad, in the First Anglo-Afghan War.   

 

The Rosie Project by Graeme Simsion 
 
A funny, touching story about socially challenged genetics professor Don Tillman, imbued with finding 
a wife who meets rigidly precise specifications. He develops a sixteen-page, scientifically valid survey 
to filter out the drinkers, the smokers, and women who are always running late.  Then he encounters 
perpetually unpunctual, smokes-like-a-chimney barmaid Rosie. [from Library Journal]  

 

 

 

My Brilliant Friend by Elena Ferrante 

"Adults, waiting for tomorrow, move in a present behind which is yesterday or the day before yesterday or 
at most last week: they don't want to think about the rest. Children don't know the meaning of yesterday, 
or even of tomorrow, everything is this, now: the street is this, the doorway is this, the stairs are this, this 
is Mamma, this is Papa, this is the day, this the night.”  
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Lines to Remember 
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